
  

  



 

 

  

30 life-size foldable, durable, realistic “Mani-Kids”  

These pediatric patients range from 6-months to 12-years-old. Injuries including 

everything from minor scrapes and bruises to severe burns and amputations. 



 

  

5 “Mega Mani-Kids” AKA adults 



3 “Mani-Mutts” 

These are a great opportunity to talk with your students 

about specific protocols regarding animals.  



  

  

4 Triage Tarps 



 

  

30 Pedi-Wheels and 12 clipboards 



 

  

12 unique, real life, disaster scenarios! 



 

  

Inside each of the 12 clear color-coded disaster scenario folders you 

will find…  Scenario specific triage cards, removable moulage,  

answer keys, and sound effects!  



 

  

The front of the educator booklet. You will find the scenario and 

the QR code for 1-hour of scenario specific sound effects! 



 

  

Inside the educator booklet, you will find which Mani-Kids are used for the 

scenario, what temporary moulage pieces they need, and what their  

triage color is for that specific scenario.  



 

  
On the last page of all the educator booklets, you will find… 

The blank scenario specific “Student” answer sheet to make photocopies, 

 and the “Educator” answer key for easy grading.  



 

  
Inside the scenario folder, you will find a pack of triage cards. Each Mani-Kid has their own 

card for each MCI. Students will reference the information on the cards, as well as the 

visual moulage on the patient to determine the correct triage color. 



 

  
Triage card breakdown  

Note: The layout is the same for every card, in every one of the 12 disaster scenarios.  



 

  

The Mani-Kid number that is in the top right corner of the board 

also corresponds to the triage card number. 



 

  After your students have triaged all the patients, there are two 

additional pediatric questions on the back of the card.  

Note: These are not secondary triage questions…  

They are intended for additional pediatric practice only. 



 

  

The two additional questions change depending on the  

scenario and the injuries of the patient.  

Note: The questions do not indicate the next steps of care, i.e., if the kid is triaged to green and question 

#3 is “what size ET tube for this patient” that does not mean you should be putting an ET tube in a healthy 

kid. Again, these questions are there to give students the opportunity to use their cheat sheets and 

ultimately practice finding the information.  



 

  

Depending on the scenario, certain Mani-Kids may require 

temporary moulage. The scenario specific educator manual will 

show which kids need what moulage and where. 



 

  

Temporary moulage pieces are clear, sticky, plastic overlays to be placed on 

the Mani-Kids. The moulage matches the triage card patient information.  
Note: Inside each scenario folder, there is all the moulage for all the Mani-Kids for that specific scenario.  



 

  

Running one disaster scenario is as easy as 1-2-3-4 

1- Pick one MCI scenario (example, The Tornado MCI) 

2- Match the triage cards with their Mani-Kids 

3- Add additional temporary moulage if needed 

4- Put the patients around the room, ambulance bay, parking lot, etc.  

That’s It! Your ready to train!  



 

 

  

Each student will need: A clipboard, scenario specific answer sheet, 

(i.e., The Tornado MCI), Pedi-Wheel and a pen! That’s it! 
 

Note: Students are also encouraged to use apps on their phone or other cheat sheets  

as needed to determine correct triage color. 



 

  

They are now ready to practice their triaging skills and gain additional pediatric 

knowledge! They also get to practice moving patients to appropriate tarps or 

areas using team work, and ultimately through training on a more regular basis, 

be more prepared for a real-life disaster. 



 

  
But it doesn’t end there! Educators, take things up a notch by turning off the 

lights, adding a fog machine, flashing lights, the included sound effects and 

making your students use a flashlight! The more intense the training… 

 The stronger they will become! 



 

  

Verify all patients were triaged correctly using the triage 

answer key inside the scenario specific educator manual.  



 

 

  

Credit hours? Have your students log in to the online component of 

Disasters In Seconds, fill in their answers at home and get  

1 credit hour for each disaster scenario!  



 

  

With 12 unique disaster scenarios, you could run a completely 

hands-on MCI training day once a month for an entire year!  

 



 

  

There is a time and place for real life actors, makeup artists and gooey, drippy moulage 

when it comes to disaster training… because it’s cool!! But trying to coordinate with 

schedules, paying for overtime, and getting patients to act out their actual injuries can be a 

LOT of work. Disasters In Seconds alleviates all of these issues, takes one person about 

20-30 minutes to set up, and at the end of the day all fits back in one bag.   

DISASTER TRAINING DONE!! 



 

 


